


What is Kharé Communications?

KharéCom is a full communications and media agency, as well as a production powerhouse with a 
client-base as diverse as the services we offer. 

We work with the most dynamic individuals and organizations to create commercials, documentaries, 
other promotional media that engages their targeted audience.

We specialize in media content creation for business and personal projects. We want you to be able to 
tell your story in the best way possible: the way you want it. We work with companies around the 

globe, helping our clients get their message into the world in creative and dynamic ways.

We bring our services to you, anywhere in the world. Our work is prepared for a global audience, and 
our availability follows suit.

For a comprehensive look at the many services we provide, please see below. 



Communications
/

Government Relations Social Media Management Public Relations



Kharé Communications has been on a continuing journey
to work with some of the world’s most interesting thought leaders. 

You can find our full portfolio of work at kharecom.com. 



CEO / EXECUTIVE / DIRECTOR INTERVIEWS 
• Individual is interviewed and given questions designed to bring out the most important and poignant information possible. 
These interviews are casual in nature and are tailored specifically for the individual.

DOCUMENTARY FILMS
• Cinematic short or feature-length documentary films. They may include on-location interviews, archival footage, location/
research footage and sourced footage to ensure information is presented in a concise and accurate way.

CORPORATE PROFILES  
• Company is given the spotlight through employee interviews, office/building supplementary footage and company branding. 
These videos give viewers a clear understanding of what the company is, who is involved and what their goals are.

TESTIMONIAL VIDEOS  
• Customers who have used/worked with a product or company are interviewed, allowing first-hand experiences and feedback 
to be given. These pieces provide insight into how people feel and promote your company/product in a relatable way.

EDITORIAL VIDEOS for THE HUFFINGTON POST  
• We are able to supplement any video piece we create with an article in The Huffington Post, an online journal read by millions. 
These articles contain a write-up on the individual/company being profiled as well as the video itself.

SPECIAL EVENTS VIDEOS  
• Coverage of live events of all forms, including corporate ceremonies, product releases, etc. These pieces may include interviews 
of attendees and speakers, and act to capture the feeling of actually being there in person.

LIVE EVENT DIALOGUE  
• Moderation for live dialogue events including on-stage discussion panels, fire-side chats, live debates, etc.

Media Products



Sharad Kharé is a digital journalist - legacy 
documentarian. He travels the world seeking out 

the most influential people in their fields in 
order to document their legacy for public and 

private consumption.

Sharad has produced hundreds of interviews 
and captured countless thought leaders, which 
include some of the most influential people in 
the world.  He has captured the Dalai Lama, 
Meryl Streep, Helen Mirren, Sundar Pichai 
(CEO of Google), Jack and Suzy Welch - to 

name a few. The list continues, but the focus has 
always been to allow individuals to let their 

voices be heard in beautiful and creative ways.

Sharad holds a Masters degree in 
communications, where his academic research 
focused on personal and digital legacy. He uses 
his background in journalism to bring out the 

best conversations between individuals and the 
people they impact.These video pieces act as a 
timeless record of achievement for the subject.

Let’s open up a dialogue.



At Kharé Communications, our team believes in the importance of keeping an open-dialogue
approach to the way we do things.

Whether it’s during production or on the editing table, we maintain transparency
to our process and keep you engaged with the project until completion.

We interview thought leaders.
We craft cinematic documentary films.

We capture legacy.

To see more of our work, please visit our channel at
www.youtube.com/c/kharecom

http://www.youtube.com/c/kharecom


concept consultation
video production

documentary feature film
live moderation

legacy documentation

We’re ready to have a dialogue. 

For further information, please contact Sharad  
by phone: 604-307-6357 

email: sharad@kharecommunications.com
or visit www.kharecom.com

mailto:sharad@kharecommunications.com
http://www.kharecom.com

